Tracking of health and risk indicators of cardiovascular diseases from teenager to adult: Amsterdam Growth and Health Study.
Cardiovascular disease is recognized as a serious public health problem. Because the underlying pathological processes start shortly after birth, tracking of recognized cardiovascular disease indicators during childhood and adolescence can help in developing preventive pediatric strategies. A prospective follow-up of both genetic and behavioral lifestyle parameters (serum cholesterol, blood pressure, percentage body fat, maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max), smoking, physical inactivity, and type A behavior) was designed. In the Amsterdam Growth and Health Study a population of 93 males and 107 females was measured annually from 1977 to 1980 and a fifth measurement was made in 1985. In that way longitudinal data covering a period of 8 years was collected for a group of adolescents/adults between 13 and 21 years of age. Analyses of these parameters provided the following results: The stability over the 9 years of tracking cardiovascular disease indicators, measured as the interperiod correlations, is fairly high. It varies from 0.4 to 0.8 in percentage body fat, cholesterol, and VO2max. Blood pressure values are low (between 0.3 and 0.4). The probability of 13-year-olds having relatively high values of cardiovascular disease indicators on the basis of a quartile distribution with that at age 21 indicated a moderate to high predictive value. According to the literature, the levels of subjects that are continuously relatively high over the years are more in the direction of optimal health than risk values. The exception is for percentage body fat. Interrelation of the seven cardiovascular disease indicators in constantly relatively high-risk and relatively low-risk groups during the teenage period, measured during young adulthood (21.5 years), appeared to be weak: only males and females with a high percentage body fat and a low VO2max showed significantly high total cholesterol, low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and high total cholesterol/high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. From the three environmental cardiovascular disease indicators (smoking, physical activity, and type A/B behavior) measured in 1985, only physical activity was significantly correlated among males and females with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, percentage body fat, and VO2max. It can be concluded that measurement of percentage body fat in the early teenage period seems to be the most important cardiovascular disease indicator in predicting risk levels in the young adult. The amount of physical activity measured at young adult age is the only behavioral parameter to show a significant interrelation with other cardiovascular disease risk indicators.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)